Abstract
Introduction
Understanding the differences between normal and disease states from high-throughput molecular assays using suitable computational techniques is an area of active research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Several techniques have been proposed in literature to identify genes that change markedly between normal and disease groups from their high-throughput molecular signatures. A majority of these techniques implicitly assume homogeneity between the samples within a given group. Such homogeneity assumptions need not necessarily be true in light of inherent differences between the members within that group. More importantly, homogeneity assumptions can be violated across multiple scales. For instance, lack of homogeneity or heterogeneity at the molecular level can be an outcome of inherent stochasticity underlying transcriptional mechanism, microenvironment effects, plasticity, de-differentiation, crosstalk between pathways, co-expression of multiple differentiation programs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, heterogeneity between patient populations can be attributed to genetic factors, co-morbidities, variations in disease progression and other clinical parameters [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, accommodating heterogeneity between patients within a given group may be a critical step prior to developing patient-tailored interventions and falls well within the objectives of comparative effectiveness research and personalized medicine. Popular techniques that discern molecular signatures between a given pair of groups include clustering and classification techniques. However, these techniques traditionally use the same fixed set of genes to distinguish between normal and disease groups. Many methods have also been proposed for combining the outputs of classifiers into an ensemble including those for combining class labels and continuous outputs 14 . Alternative approaches include selecting ensemble members from among many models of the same type as well as different types [15] [16] [17] . A comprehensive review of ensemble-based methods can be found elsewhere 18 . Majority voting among ensemble members is a common approach for combining class labels to predict the class of an unknown sample 19 . Two popular methods that employ majority voting are bagging and boosting 20, 21 . The Random Forest method 22 is a popular ensemble classifier that uses bagging, while LogitBoost 23 uses boosting. Recently, Classification by Ensembles from Random Partitions (CERP) designed specifically for tree-based classifiers 24, 25 has also been shown to be competitive and a suitable alternative to bagging and boosting. Other notable classification based methods on high-dimensional feature include the random subspace method 26 , attribute bagging 27 and genetic algorithm-based approaches 28 . While all of these methods show high accuracy when classifying cases not included in the training set, they tend to follow the standard "one-size-fits-all" approach to predicting class membership for unknown samples, i.e. every member of the trained ensemble of classifiers votes on every test sample. While classification accuracy is used as a benchmark, developing suitable techniques that accommodate population heterogeneity may be critical for a more realistic representation, generalization and possible incorporation in clinical workflows. More importantly, such techniques are likely to yield patient specific ensemble sets as opposed to class specific ensemble sets.
Recently, Kodell et al. 29 introduced a model-free convex-hull-based approach 30 in conjunction with a majority voting strategy for ensemble classification and compared its performance to other popular classification techniques using established performance measures. The convex-hull procedure 29 by very definition captures second-order interaction and the geometry of the predictor variables in the two-dimensional space without imposing any model assumptions. This essentially renders the approach model-free. Since the ensemble set consists of gene pairs, the procedure is robust to data sets with missing values. Missing values are common across high-throughput molecular assays such as microarrays and can be an outcome of non-specific binding, poor hybridization and other measurement artifacts. Missing value of a gene across a single sample usually results in dropping that particular gene from the entire analysis. While imputation techniques can prove to be suitable alternative, they predict the missing value under certain implicit statistical assumptions and can lead to bias when these assumptions are violated. For the convex-hull selective voting procedure proposed in this study, voting is done by pairs of genes. Given a set of genes, the number of possible pairs or voters is 1 /2. Thus a missing value in a gene across a given patient would essentially imply dropping the pairs corresponding to the gene for that particular patient in the analysis and not removal of the gene from the entire analysis. The selective-voting procedure is especially appealing since it lends itself to adapt the ensemble set across the samples retrieving personalized molecular signatures.
Unlike Kodell et al. 29 , the present study investigates the choice of a novel selective-voting strategy and convex-hull pruning procedure that relies on pairs whose interaction contributes significantly in discerning a given pair of groups while accommodating possible molecular heterogeneity within a group. A logistic regression pre-processing filter is used to first identify gene pairs with significant interaction term. Such an approach was inspired by traditional belief that associated genes are likely to have biologically relevant relationship (i.e. functional relationship) 31, 32 . Capturing genes with significant interaction can also be useful in constructing network abstractions similar to those of relevance networks 32 . These pairs are subsequently mapped onto two-dimensional space for selective voting using convex hulls. A novel pruning procedure is proposed to minimize the overlap between the hulls corresponding to the control and the cancer samples. This procedure has to be contrasted to Kodell et al. 29 , that used a distance metric and majority voting to assign the samples in the overlap region to the hulls. The pruning and selective voting process used in the present study results in sample-specific ensemble sets. Subsequently, network abstraction corresponding to the ensemble sets across each sample is generated. Since no explicit directionality information is available, these networks are in the form of undirected graphs. Several studies have successfully demonstrated the usefulness of network abstractions for obtaining preliminary system-level insights into biological pathways and signaling mechanisms 9, 31 . It is our belief that the network abstractions of the ensemble sets are likely to provide insights into the intricate wiring of the genes and variation in the topological properties across the ensemble sets. Such an understanding may be an important step prior to devising meaningful patient-tailored interventions and falls within the scope of personalized medicine and comparative effectiveness research.
Methods

Gene Expression Data
The microarray gene expression data set 1 (http://microarray.princeton.edu/oncology/affydata/index.html) used in the present study is publicly available and consists of 62 colon tissue samples (40 samples being from cancerous colon tissue of patients with colon adenocarcinoma and 22 samples being from normal colon tissue (controls) taken from the 40 cancer patients). Alon et al. 1 identified 2000 of the 6500 genes generated using Affymetrix oligonucleotide array to have high intensity levels across the 62 tissue samples. The present study focuses on this set of 2000 genes. The expression level of each of the 2000 genes was subsequently log 2 -transformed and normalized across the 62 samples by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
Pre-processing Filter
Microarray gene expression data sets are high-dimensional by their very design and provide an unbiased simultaneous screening of the transcriptional activity. However, several studies have reiterated the fact that only a fraction of the genes on these arrays are biologically meaningful. This aspect may possibly explain the widely observed positively-skewed distribution of the microarray gene expression profiles with a majority of the genes exhibiting low intensities. We use a logistic regression pre-processing filter in order to minimize noise, alleviate computational burden on the convex-hull selective voting process and select pairs whose interaction contribute significantly to the class prediction. As noted earlier, identifying gene pairs with significant interaction terms is expected to be useful in capturing possible functional relationships. The logistic regression model was chosen to be of the form ( where Y represents the class-prediction labels (22 control, 40 cancer) with , and representing the main and interaction effects of the given pair of genes. In the present study, pairs with significant (α = 0.01) interaction term . . ) were deemed interesting and used for subsequent analysis. It is customary to incorporate multiple-testing correction to control for false-discovery rate (FDR) in the logistic regression procedure. However, in the present study imposing FDR (Benjamini-Hochberg) drastically reduced the number of pairs to zero. Therefore, we excluded the FDR correction from the pre-processing filter. The reduced set after pre-processing consisted of 3016 pairs of genes. All subsequent analysis and discussion were restricted to these 3016 pairs.
Convex-Hull Selective Voting Algorithm
Step 1: Store the expression profile of pairs of genes (i.e. potential voting members of the ensemble) across samples in identified using the pre-processing filter in . The n samples are comprised of control and cancer samples such that . Initialize the control and cancer voting matrices υ , 0; υ , 0, where 1 … 20, 1 … 62.
Step Given the small sample size of the dataset in the present study, we opted for a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) procedure, i.e. | | = 1. Thus no repeats were necessary in Step 8 resulting in ( = 1, Step 1). Voting was done by a direct comparison of υ and υ across the 62 samples (22 control, 40 cancer) as opposed to using a ttest since only a single realization was used ( = 1). The control and cancer votes across the 62 samples were first determined (i.e. υ , υ , 1 … 62). If υ > υ , then the sample was labeled as a control sample. On the other hand, if υ < υ , then the sample was labeled as a cancer sample. No labels were assigned when υ = υ , i.e. a tie. An example of the iterative pruning of the convex-hulls generated using a training set of 19 control and 36 cancer samples for a given pair of genes (X, Y) is shown in Fig. 1 for clarity. Of interest is to note the significant overlap between the cancer and control training samples, Fig. 1a . However, the iterative pruning process minimizes the overlap till the cancer and control samples are completely separated in Fig.  1c . The overlay of the test samples (4 cancer, 3 control) on the pruned hulls, Fig. 1d , shows that ~50% of the cancer test samples and ~66% of the control test samples are correctly classified while the remaining are unclassified. Thus not every test sample is voted on by the gene pair (X, Y). 
Network Abstraction of the Ensemble Sets
As noted earlier, genes work in concert as a system and mediate phenotypic outcomes/disease states. Networks and graphs have proven to be convenient and useful abstractions of the underlying signaling mechanisms and pathways 9, 31, 32 . Understanding their variation across the patient samples is one of the objectives of the proposed study and is likely to be useful in identifying candidate genes for possible intervention. The logistic regression preprocessing filter was used to identify pairs of genes whose interaction contribute significantly in discerning the control and cancer samples. Subsequently, we use the convex hull selective voting algorithm once (r = 1) with the leave-one out procedure to identify pairs that vote across each of the samples. For the network abstraction (undirected graphs), we consider only pairs in the ensemble set (Step 8). For instance, if the given sample is a control sample, we consider only pairs corresponding to υ . Each gene is represented by a vertex in the undirected graph and the pairs of genes by an edge. Since we consider pairs with no explicit directional information, the resulting graph by definition is undirected. Such networks often exhibit interesting topological and statistical properties. 
Results and Discussion
Convex-Hull Selective Voting
Prior to investigating the network of genes and their variation across the patient samples we chose to determine the performance of the proposed convex-hull selective voting approach in classifying the control and cancer sample using popular performance metrics for completeness. The Accuracy (ACC = 82.3), Sensitivity (SEN = 92.5), Specificity (SPC = 63.6), Positive Predictive Value (PPV = 82.2) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV = 82.3) estimated using the proposed approach were comparable to those we had estimated earlier using more traditional algorithms in an earlier study 29 . While the proposed method is model-free, some of the established algorithms 29 demand judicious choice of various parameters for improved performance. These parameter choices are often nontrivial and may be data dependent failing to generalize across new samples. These inherent discrepancies in the nature of the approaches prevent us from conducting a direct comparison of the performance metrics. The control υ and the cancer υ votes estimated across the 62 samples are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b respectively. Of interest is to note that the number of control samples misclassified were more than that of the cancer samples. On a related note, the number of control samples is considerably lower than that of the cancer samples. The control samples (22) were also obtained from the 40 cancer subjects as opposed to normal subjects. We believe these may contribute to the discrepancies in the misclassification between the controls and the cancer samples. As expected, for the correctly classified control samples we have υ υ , 1 … 22, Figs. 2a-2b . A similar behavior was observed for correctly classified cancer samples i.e. υ υ , 23 … 62 Fig. 2a-2b . It should be noted that Figs. 2a-2b also reflect variation in the number of pairs of genes across the control and the cancer ensemble sets. This in turn justifies the need for selective-voting strategies and reflects inherent molecular heterogeneity between the samples. In order to obtain further insight, we investigated the overlap in voting members of the 22 control ensemble sets , 1 … 22 and the 40 cancer ensemble sets , 23 … 62. A grayscale heatmap was used to visualize the extent of overlap between the controls and between the cancer ensemble sets, Fig. 2c with lighter color representing larger overlap. Of interest is to note the characteristic dark streaks in heatmap corresponding to misclassified control and the cancer samples. The dark streaks reflect minimal overlap between the ensemble sets corresponding to the misclassified samples and rest. The dark streaks were especially pronounced across the control samples since the size of the control ensemble sets (Figs. 2a-2b) were relatively smaller than those of the cancer ensemble sets. There were also additional samples that were correctly classified but shared minimal overlap with the other samples within each group. These samples are accompanied by intermittent dark streaks in Fig. 2c . 
Network Abstraction of the Ensemble Sets
Network abstractions were generated from the adjacency matrix corresponding to the pairs of genes for the 22 (human) ) was also identified as one of the co-regulated proteins in the ribosomal cluster in the original study (see Table 1 , Alon et al., 1999 1 ). These genes were shown to be accompanied by relatively low intensities in the control tissue as opposed to cancer tissue. The gene (Hsa. 3305; tropmysin alpha chain smooth muscle (human)) was also reported in the original study. This gene was chosen as one of the 17 genes used to estimate the muscle index and distinguish the control and cancer specimens (see Fig. 4 , Alon et al., 1999 1 ). The cancer ensemble sets failed to exhibit any overlap across the 40 sets. The absence of overlap in the case of cancer may possibly be due to increased heterogeneity in molecular signatures across diseased states as opposed to normal. However, based on the results from Fig. 2c , we did note that 29 of the 40 samples had a considerably large number of pairs of genes in their ensemble sets. Three genes that had non-zero degree centrality across these 29 ensemble sets were (Hsa. 10755; Hsa.692; Hsa. 122). Out of these three genes (Hsa. 1221; actin aortic smooth muscle (human)) was identified as one of the 17 smooth muscle genes used to compute the muscle index and subsequently distinguish the control and cancer tissues (see Fig. 4, Alon et al., 1999   1 ).
The connectivity of the graphs was investigated and the dominant components of each of the graphs corresponding to the ensemble sets were retrieved. The number of nodes in the dominant component across each of the graphs for the 22 control and 40 cancer ensemble sets is shown in Figs. 3a -3b respectively. It should be noted that the number of nodes corresponding to the dominant component of the misclassified samples were considerably lower than others indicating sparse connectivity across the misclassified samples. This was true for the graphs corresponding to misclassified samples across control as well as cancer ensemble sets. Subsequently, the edge density of these dominant components was estimated. The graph density of an undirected graph G with vertices (nodes) and edges is given by the expression 2 / 1 . In contrast to the number of nodes, the graph densities of the dominant component corresponding to the misclassified samples was considerably higher than correctly classified ones, Figs. 3c-3d. These results may be an outcome of the relatively small number of classifiers (Figs. 2a-2c) in the ensemble sets for the misclassified samples as opposed to others within the control and the cancer groups. Other established metrics did not provide any marked insights into the sample variations in the present study. However, these need to be investigated in greater detail.
Discussion
Traditional approaches for discerning normal and disease states from their molecular signatures implicitly assume homogeneity within groups. Such an assumption may be a serious limitation of these approaches as there can considerable differences between samples within a given group attributed to heterogeneity across multiple scales. There has been recent interest and emphasis on developing methodologies that can accommodate heterogeneity and individual variations that can lead to patient-tailored interventions. Such an approach falls within personalized medicine and comparative effectiveness research. The present study investigated the choice of logistic regression pre-filtering approach in conjunction with convex-hull ensemble selective voting strategy and network abstractions in understanding molecular heterogeneity in colon cancer gene expression profiles. While the pre-filtering is useful in identifying pairs of genes whose interaction contribute significantly to the prediction of the classes, the convexhull selective voting is useful in identifying sample-specific marker genes. The convex-hull approach is model free and robust to missing values common in high-throughput molecular assays. The ability of this approach to capture second-order dependencies and geometry in the two-dimensional space makes it appealing. In contrast to more traditional classification approaches, the approach presented in this study lends itself for generating network abstractions of the ensemble sets and investigate their variation across the samples. Such networks have conventionally been useful in obtaining system-level insights and proven to be convenient abstractions of underlying signaling mechanisms. Their understanding may especially be necessary in developing patient-tailored interventions. The results presented on publicly available colon cancer gene expression profiles also validated some of the molecular markers identified in the original study. While the proposed approach is demonstrated on gene expression profiles, its generic nature lends itself to be adapted readily across other settings.
